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# **Photoshop
Elements** Originally
known as Photoshop

Lightroom, Elements was
released in November
2004 and is similar to

Photoshop, although it is
specifically geared

toward consumers. An
_element_ in this context

means a collection of
tools. Elements is
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available for Windows
and Mac OS X. The
Windows version,

however, is not as well
thought out as the Mac

version, and features are
fewer. Its emphasis is on
importing photos from

cameras and on
organizing and organizing

photos in albums and
collections. Photos can be
cropped and saved with

different file formats. The
program allows limited

editing and image
correction and

adjustment. By default, it
creates thumbnails of the

entire image.
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Elements does not need
an internet connection to

function. You can
download the software,
and the images you edit
will remain on your local
computer. You can use
Elements to make your
photos look better, add
filters, and create new

ones. Here are 31 of the
best Elements features.

1. Panorama Tools These
tools give you a way to
create large seamless

panoramas. Each tool has
a few methods of

working. This guide has
several helpful tips. 2.
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Film and Grain This
program makes

photographs look like
what’s on film. It can be
applied to a number of

images and you can
make your photographs
look like what film would

look like. 3. Camera
Calibration This feature
helps you create more
perfect photographs.

Using this tool, you can
adjust the camera
settings and then

improve the quality of
your photos. 4. Extend
Tools This tool lets you
add features or make

your images look more
professional. This tool
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lets you add features or
make your images look
more professional. 5.
Color Picker The Color

Picker gives you a way to
quickly adjust the colors

of an image. 6. Lasso
Tool The Lasso tool can

be used to select or make
a selection of any color.
7. Refine Edge This tool

allows you to add or
remove details from your
photos. 8. Content Aware

Scaling This tool helps
you create images with

uniform scaling. 9.
Healing Brush This

feature can be used to
recover blown out areas
on an image. 10. Focus
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tools This tool can be
used to focus on specific
areas of an image. 11.

Shadow/Highlight
Adjustment This feature
lets you alter how light

and dark areas appear in
an image. 12. Puppet

Warp This tool lets you
make any object or

object part move, like a
puppet. 13. Crop Tool

This tool can be used to
remove unwanted objects
and parts of objects from
an image. 14. Sharpen

tool This tool can be used
to remove random noise
in an image. 15. Color
Balance This feature

helps you adjust the color
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of the whole image. 16.
Text Tools This feature

lets you add a caption to
your images. 17. Mask
This feature lets you

create masks that can
388ed7b0c7
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Labelling and
luminescence properties
of dialkyl metal
perchlorate clusters:
convenient preparation
and application as
fluorescent probes for
solid surfaces and cells.
Dialkyl metal
perchlorates were
conveniently prepared by
the reactions of M(2)Cl(4)
(M = K, Rb, Cs; 2 =
dimethyl-, diethyl-,
diisopropyl- or dibutyl-
metals) and alkyl
carbanions (2-5 molar
equivalents). The
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structural and
luminescence properties
of the resulting
organometallic clusters
[M(2)(mu-O)L(4)](2+) (L
= RC, 2-5) were
investigated in the solid
state and in aqueous
media (L = RC). These
metal complexes show
unusual luminescent
properties: (i)
luminescent metal-
centred bands ranging
from the blue to the red
are observed in the UV-
vis spectra of the
complexes; (ii) the
emission bands of the
metal-centred bands are
red-shifted with
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increasing distance
between the metal
centres; and (iii) the
luminescence properties
of the complexes are
highly dependent on the
medium used. For
example, the complexes
in organic solvents such
as dichloromethane or
toluene show intense
metal-centred emission
bands at about 530 nm,
while the aqueous
solutions of the
complexes have three
emission bands at 520,
570 and 630 nm,
respectively. The
luminescence properties
of the complexes were
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investigated and
interpreted on the basis
of the energy-transfer
mechanism between the
donor and an acceptor
ligands. The metal
complexes can be used
as fluorescent probes for
solid surfaces and live
cells: in general, the
green luminescence of
the complexes is very
weak in the aqueous
media, but red and
strong emissions from
the surface of solid
substrates are observed
in the presence of the
complexes. Moreover,
these complexes are
selective and highly
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sensitive ratiometric
fluorescent probes for
both cation and anion (in
situ). The mechanism of
the ratiometric sensing of
chemical cation and
anion were also
investigated. The surface-
coupled complexes are
promising as optical
indicators for real-time
monitoring of chemical
processes.What Causes
Yellowish Toenails? #1:
Psoriasis The nails on
your feet are directly
linked to the health of
your skin. Flaking skin, a
disease known as
psoriasis, is a disorder
caused by the
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malfunctioning

What's New in the?

High-power, all-solid-
state microchip lasers are
widely recognized as
providing an attractive
alternative for many
commercial and military
applications. High-power
small solid-state lasers
are compact, rugged,
easily maintained,
durable, and offer
superior beam quality
with greater power levels
than lasers made of gas,
liquid, or bulk crystal
media. The power levels
of solid state lasers,
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typically, are limited by
their maximum
temperature, around
1500 degrees Kelvin.
High-power, narrow-
linewidth lasers are
useful for a range of
applications. For
example, such lasers can
be used to provide a
visible pump source for
the pump-probe
technique used in
nonlinear optics
applications. The pump-
probe technique uses the
nonlinear effect of a
sample to generate and
probe an ultrashort-pulse
of laser radiation. Many
such applications require
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pulses with a pulse width
of less than 50
femtoseconds and a
bandwidth of less than a
few nanometers to avoid
optical damage in the
sample. High-power,
narrow-linewidth lasers
also can be used to pump
solid-state gain media to
provide high-power,
narrow-linewidth seed
lasers for regenerative
amplifiers. Such an
amplifier, used in
conjunction with a
frequency-doubling
crystal, can produce high-
power, wide-bandwidth
visible or infrared
radiation. Many high-
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power, narrow-linewidth
lasers require active
media with a
semiconductor gain
structure that is operated
at high temperature,
typically in excess of
1500 degrees Kelvin.
Many semiconductor
materials have found
widespread use as the
gain medium in
semiconductor lasers. For
example, gallium nitride
(GaN), aluminum gallium
nitride (AlGaN), and
aluminum gallium indium
nitride (AlGaInN) all have
been used as active
media in narrow-
linewidth high-power,
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solid-state lasers.
Unfortunately, the
usefulness of such
semiconductor lasers is
often limited by their
relatively narrow
transparency ranges and
their inability to operate
without severe optical
damage to the active
laser medium during high-
power operation.Enter to
Win We Love Radio's
Unexpected Perfect
Holiday Giveaway on
Twitter Forgive
them...they are just
entering their holiday
giveaway phase. We Love
Radio sent me their ideas
for holiday giveaways
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and I'm going to make
sure your smartphones
get a chance to spend a
day of his or her life with
some super-adorable gift.
Enter to win We Love
Radio's Unexpected
Perfect Holiday Giveaway
on Twitter by tweeting a
few times about
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System Requirements:

Core 2 Duo or better 2GB
RAM Minimum 30Mhz
Processor Speed Pix
Media requires a certified
Windows XP or later
computer On the Mac, Pix
Media requires a PowerPC
Mac running Mac OS X
10.5 or later On the PC,
Pix Media requires a PC
running Windows XP or
later A graphics card
supporting DirectX 10 A
Windows-compatible
video card or Intel HD
Graphics 3000 (Ivy
Bridge) or better
Minimum 2GB of free disk
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space Minimum Internet
Explorer 8 (Windows)
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